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 Town of Middlebury Planning Commission (MPC) 
Rotary Small Meeting Room, First Floor 

77 Main Street, Municipal Offices 
Minutes of March 30, 2017 

Approved on 4/13/2017 
 

 Members Present: Nancy Malcolm, Steve Terry, Barbara Saunders, Sam Ostrow, Sarah Peluso 

Members Absent: John Anderson, Chris Robbins 

Staff Present:   Jennifer Murray, Victor Sinadinoski 

Others Present: None 

 
1. Call to Order:  Nancy called the meeting to order at 12:08 pm. 

 
2. Minutes 

There were no minutes for the PC to approve. 
 
3. Town Plan Discussion 

Staff presented the Energy chapter of the Town Plan.  The PC discussed the updates and edits 
that staff proposed based on previous conversations about this chapter, as well as the work 
Nancy and Steve had done as a subcommittee.  The PC discussed the minimum standards 
required of energy chapters under the current guidance, as well as additional work that will 
need to be done in the future to make this plan element consistent with Act 174 and the new 
regional energy plan, anticipated to be completed sometime in 2018.  The PC discussed that 
additional content might need to be added after ACRPC has had a chance to review the plan.  
The PC reviewed the policy goals that the Energy Committee had earlier recommended.  After 
reviewing the goals, the PC decided they were generally in agreement with the Energy 
Committee’s strategies, but the energy committee’s recommendations were so different 
from the organization of the existing Town Plan chapter, they saw no good way of including 
the recommendations into this Town Plan chapter without a substantial rewrite.  The 
recommendations may be reconsidered if the ACRPC review requires more specific targeted 
goals to be included. 
 
The PC reviewed the Health and Wellness Chapter, which was included as a placeholder in the 
last version of the town plan.  The PC reviewed a draft Health and Wellness chapter that was 
prepared in 2012 by a committee outside of the Planning Commission.  Barbara recognized 
that much of the information contained in the chapter was from the Youth Risk Survey 
conducted a few years ago.  This survey could easily be referenced with a link in the Town 
Plan appendix.  Much of the draft chapter talked about nutrition and health.  Jennifer thinks 
that the if the PC wanted to include a Health and Wellness Chapter, it should reference trails, 
sidewalks, walkability, aging in place, and other planning issues.  Nancy asked if this was a 
required chapter and Jennifer responded no.  Nancy asked if these elements were currently 
included in other sections of the town plan, such as community facilities and services, land 
use, transportation etc. and the PC agreed that they were.  Sam made a motion to discard the 
Health and Wellness Chapter from the Town Plan and to reconsider incorporating or 
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improving the chapter in the next Town Plan update. Sarah seconded the motion and the PC 
voted 5-0 in favor of the motion. 
 

4. Other Business: 
The PC discussed whether or not to submit a letter of interest to ACRPC, to be selected as one 
of three towns within the Region to participate in Town Energy Planning Element Pilot 
program.  This program would involve working with ACRPC and the Public Service Board to 
prepare an Energy Plan element that conforms with Act 174. The PC weighed the pros and 
cons of applying for the program.  The pilot program would involve significant effort from the 
participating towns, and would require their energy plans to be reviewed by the Public 
Service Board rather than the ACRPC, but the advantage would be that Middlebury might 
qualify for substantial deference sooner than other Towns if they felt there was a great deal 
of immediate solar development pressure.  Steve asked if others had the sense that 
Middlebury was currently facing the threat of any big or controversial energy project, and the 
PC did not think Middlebury is under as much immediate pressure as some of the other 
towns.  Jennifer pointed out that if the point of qualifying for substantial deference was to 
have our town plan recommendations and goals considered by the PSB in the review of solar 
applications, we had some catching up to do in terms of identifying what we are trying to 
protect, specifically- identifying critical views and sensitive wildlife habitat areas.  The PC 
recalled that they want to create a map identifying where solar would be ideally located and 
ideally not located.  Sarah asked if the pilot program would offer assistance with that, and 
Jennifer said her impression is that the pilot program is more focused on the energy 
usage/energy goals data- although we can always rely on ACRPC for mapping assistance 
outside of the pilot project effort.  Sarah felt that the Town wasn’t quite ready to participate 
in the pilot program, and Nancy agreed that working on these other items might be the best 
use of their time right now.  Sam did not know much about the current threat facing 
Middlebury in regard to solar development.  The PC acknowledged there is some risk that a 
huge development might come in between now and the time they make an energy plan 
update, but Nancy pointed out that if they do this in Fall 2018 after the regional energy plan is 
adopted, that is not far away. Sam made a motion stating that the PC is interested in updating 
the energy section of the Town Plan to conform to Act 174 and qualify their plan to receive 
substantial deference before the PSB in the future, but not in participating in the pilot 
program now.  Steve seconded the motion and the PC voted 5-0 in favor of the motion. 
 
Because of a scheduling conflict with a training event, the PC decided to cancel the April 6th 
meeting and reschedule that meeting for April 13th.  The next regular meeting after that will 
be held on April 20th, so they will be meeting on two consecutive weeks. 
 

5. Adjournment:    
The meeting adjourned at 1:21 pm. 

 
Submitted by:  Victor Sinadinoski 


